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MILAN— Lucia Sansalvadore, resembling a gothic heroine with her long brown
tresses, slight figure and rosary beads, rose at sunrise in the Piedmont town of Asti,
packed a van full of her clothing designs, and headed to the most fashionable
boutiques in Milan, hoping for a break.

That was three years ago. Now, Sansalvadore, 30, sells in 45 of Italy's leading
stores and has hired a fashion industry executive to oversee her export strategy.

Sansalvadore is part of a small group of Italian iconoclasts — independent
designers with kooky brand names like Chicken Queens and Where the Sharks Swim
who have managed to retain their individuality despite growing pressure in a
business increasingly dominated by massive conglomerates.

These designers' collections range from full-couture skirts to insouciant sling-
backs, but they share a droll disposition and a dedication to luxury, using artisans to
produce their collections.

"To go in front of a boutique with my van and to have clients enter, without
having anything commissioned — it was all improvised," says Sansalvadore, who
still makes the rounds of the country's exclusive shops in her van to promote her
line, Galline Regine, or Chicken Queens.



Sansalvadore's approach, carefully targeting Italy's most modish stores, persisting
until they grant her an appointment, and using her leopard-print upholstered van as
a mobile showroom, seems to be working.

"I went into her van and I felt like Alice in Wonderland," said Roberta Valentini,
owner of Penelope in Brescia, who has carried Galline Regine for three years.
Valentini, one of Italy's trend-setting retailers, also sells Yohji Yamamoto, Martin
Margiela, Dries Van Noten and Miguel Adrover. "It's difficult today for a young
designer to get attention. Lucia made herself seen."

Sansalvadore studied literature and philosophy and says she does not follow
trends or read fashion magazines. However, her sexy military collection seems of the
moment: An olive-green fitted jacket comes embroidered with sequins and tulle; a
camouflage miniskirt has uneven hems and snap-on black tulle roses.

Sansalvadore also designs regal, voluminous skirts and ultrafeminine pants.
Copper-colored paillettes finish the hems and borders of a skirt with overlapping
white gauze layers; cream organza ribbons, edged in gold, cascade down from a pair
of white silk hot pants.

"I design for a woman who can be funny, can let herself be a chicken, because
she knows that inside she's a queen," Sansalvadore says.

Sara Porro, 34, a Milan native, possesses, like Sansalvadore, a keen sense of
humor and unflinching tenacity.

"I want my shoes to reflect my style and personality," said Porro, whose
collection, Dove Nuotano Gli Squali, or Where the Sharks Swim, sells in Barneys and
Bergdorf Goodman in New York; in Onward Kashiama in Paris and in United
Arrows in Tokyo. "The shark is a very elegant animal, the king of the sea, and I'd like
to position my line and my product where sharks swim. At the highest level."

Porro can easily justify such ambition, having been selected at age 20 by Anna
Fendi to design bags for the Roman fashion house. After Fendi, Porro worked for
Anteprima, Genny and now Etro, where she creates shoes for men and women.



"I work so often on shoes for other designers, with my own line it's important to

design what I want," said Porro.

Her collection, about 20 models, takes inspiration from the 1950s and mixes it

with distinctly contemporary touches. Using the canvas Converse All Star high-top

as a point of departure, Porro has resurrected it with a heel and a smattering of

glitter for evening.

"My inspiration came from 'West Side Story,' where all the dancers wore

Converse All Stars. I wanted to make a feminine athletic shoe; and I thought of what

Audrey Hepburn would wear for a gym shoe," said Porro.

Italian baby shoes, open-toed canvas sandals in red for girls and blue for boys,

inspired another few pairs. Candy-striped mattress covering provided the right

material for natural summer sandals.

Porro works frequently with varying textures. "Weaving is going to be very big

this summer," she says, pulling out a pair of interwoven mules, with a high heel, in

red and white.

Claudia Marani, 37, began her career at established fashion houses, working

with Moschino and Jean Paul Gaultier before becoming the lead designer for the

hippie-chic leather luxury brand Henry Beguelin, which her husband bought in

1997.

"I don't miss the catwalk. I don't miss following trends; it's too volatile," said

Mariani.

Marani, who designs about 50 bags and shoes a year, oversees artisans who

hand-sew each bag using wax-covered thread and then keep the shoes on molds for

four days after they are finished.

Beguelin has its own stores in Aspen, Colorado, Milan and London, and sells its

accessories and home collection in Barneys New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and

Tokyo, Harvey Nichols in London and Joyce in Hong Kong.



Despite her aversion to fashion's frenzy, Marani's experience in the fashion

world is evident in her Beguelin line of bags and shoes, which feature African motifs,

antique tribal beads, hand embroidery and leather braiding.

"The most beautiful thing is not to design with pen and paper, because that's

always flat," said Marani. "The most beautiful thing is to touch the materials, mix

colors, beads, leathers, fabric."

Like Sansalvadore and Porro, Marani injects an irreverent twist into the

collection. Bags come with silly titles like Moby Line, a cowhide carry-all with glass

bead fastenings named for the ferry to Elba, where Beguelin produces its bags.

Agavina Cheese, a perforated leather bag with contrasting hemp stitching and

leather lining, also comes in Agavina Fru Fru, with braided leather fringe and

imbedded beads.

"I am happy working with leather, with hides that speak and last," says Marani.

"But I also have a sense of humor. We do this for fun, too."

JACKIE COOPERMAN is a journalist based in Milan.
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